By Rusty Nail
Caracolillla is an original sculpture by Abner Marin of Murcia,
Spain and was influenced by astrology, nature and surrealism.
Abner was inspired by the nautilus (a cephalopod and distant
cousin to squids, octopi, and cuttlefish); by his zodiac sign,
Aries the Ram; and the work of HR Giger, the late Swiss
surrealist artist whose work often featured beautiful and unusual
alien women. Abner Marin’s Caracolilla certainly fits that bill
and is the first of his sculptures to be produced as a garage kit
and she is a beauty!
Black Heart asked Rusty Nail, an award–winning GK artist
from Hidgen, Arkansas, to write an article on painting the bust.
This article details Rusty’s approach to finishing Caracolilla..
Thanks, Rusty, for another great article.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Greetings, you “black-hearted” fans! I’d like to introduce
you to a FINE piece of model art available from Black
Heart Enterprises, LLC. Caracolilla is the first sculpture
by Abner Marin to be produced as a garage kit. Abner’s
Gigeresque figure portrays serenity and tranquility and
suggests to me that she is some kind of Goddess.

Nautiloid digital image created by and used with permission of Dirk Wachsmuth *

I tell ya…this bust is absolutely amazing and a complete blast to paint! It’s a painter’s dream and there is NO wrong way
to paint it. There have been several different versions of Abner’s bust painted over the last year and I thought I would do
yet another take on it. I wanted to incorporate purples, oranges, yellows, and reds, and combine these colors with a touch
of metallic as my palette.
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As usual, I started out by giving her a bath in warm water and mild
Dawn dishwashing detergent to scrub off any residue that may be
present on the model. Photo 1 shows Caracolilla relaxing in a nice
warm bubble bath. After she was clean and dry, I gave her a good
coating of Dullcote because I wanted to use the gray resin as my
undercoat to build my colors on. This casting is so clean that there was
VERY LITTLE prep work. This allowed me to use the raw resin as a
base. I wanted her to look like she might have come from the ocean
BUT possibly from another planet’s ocean. So, the following selection
of colors will hopefully make sense as we move along.

Photo 1
Photos 2 & 3 show how I gave the big
ram- like horns a wash using Badger’s
Freak Flex Pink Eye Burgundy and
Near Black cut with water and Floetrol.
The wash was also applied between the
horns and to the lower neck area. Using
Vallejo Ink Violet, a wash
was applied to the temple area, sides of jaw,
forehead, and upper brow.

Photos 2 & 3

I applied a series of washes to her shoulders, chest, back of neck, and back using the Black Heart/Casey Love
Brown Tint* thinned down with water. The rest of the big horns were given a wash with Freak Flex Near Black
and a tat bit of Pink Eye Burgundy. Photos 4, 5, and 6 show this process.

Photos 4, 5, and 6
*private label paint from Badger Air-brush Co.

Ok. This is where the fun starts!
I used a sea sponge to do most of the rest of the work on the bust. Smaller sponges work GREAT for breaking
up skin texture. With the sea sponge and Liquitex Deep Violet cut with Floetrol and water, I applied the paint to
the chest, shoulders, back, sides of neck, along the lower jaw line, in the cheek area, temples, forehead, lips, and
also carried over into the horn-like areas on the top of her head. Now after this was done with the violet, I
followed with another sea sponge and a mixture of Liquitex Yellow Ocher Floetrol and water to the same areas
except for the horn-like areas. Photos 7, 8, 9, and 10 show how this process was carried out.

Photos 7, 8, 9, and 10
What next? You guessed it; more sponge work!
With yet another sea sponge and Liquitex Cadmium Red and Yellow Ocher, I applied the paint to the back,
shoulders, lower chest, sides of the face, cheek area, chin line, forehead, and then VERY heavily on the horns
toward the forehead area. This gave the areas a warm yellow/orange appearance. While I was in the washing
mood I whipped up a wash mixture of Liquitex Deep Purple and used my “0” brush to ran this wash solution to
the eye areas, cracks throughout the body, sides of the forehead, and the temple area. Photos 11, 12, 13, and 14
show this fun little process!

Photos 11, 12, 13, and 14

Time to start taking this paint work in another direction.
Photos 15, 16, and 17 show how I used a sea sponge and Liquitex Titanium White, Yellow Ocher, and a bit of
Cadmium Red paint mixed with water and Floetrol and applied it to the upper most areas of the bust. These
areas include: the face, chest, shoulders, and back. On all of the purple areas that were sponged with violet, I
followed the patterns that were created with my airbrush and connected them together using Grex Private Stock
Transparent Red Shade Violet.

Photos 15,16, and 17
At this point in the painting process I needed to start pulling all these areas together. Photos 18, 19, 20, and 21
show how I approached this process. I started out by intensifying the violet areas throughout the bust using
Freestyle Transparent Red Violet. I wanted to start tying in the horns with the forehead area. So, I sprayed the
area with ComArt Orange, Golden’s Opaque Bright Orange plus a tad bit of ComArt Iron Yellow.

Photos 18, 19, 20, and 21

While I was working on the ram-like horn areas, I sprayed the inside of the horns with Freestyle Transparent
Violet by working my way from center toward the outer parts of the horns. In other words, I started inside the
spiral area of the horns then moved to the outer most edges.

Photos 22 and 23 show the final steps to finish up the skin and large horns.
To tie all the highlighted flesh areas together I highlight the face, shoulders, and back using Grex Private Stock
Transparent Tinting White and Transparent Yellow Light. Once I was satisfied with the results, I wanted to
further highlight some areas such as the highest points on the forehead, cheek bones, shoulders, and lips using
the same Grex Preferred Stock Transparent Yellow but adding more of the Tinting White.
Now to finish off the large horns I used a product called Craft – T Products Metallic Waxes. I got an old ratty
flat brush and dabbed the brush in the copper wax and brushed it across the upper most areas of the large horns.
The action I was using with the brush is like a dry brush technique since the waxes have a semi-dry consistency.
After brushing the Copper on to the areas of the horns, I follow it up with a round of the Gold wax color. Once
this is done I do a final round with the Silver wax to the highest points on the horns.

Photos 22 and 23

Photos 24-26 I base-coated all the small spikey horns that are
attached to the two big horns with Freestyle Buck Skin Tan. I
applied a wash of Citadel Ogre Brown and then wiped off the
tips.
Once this was dry and sealed with Dullcote, I used a Raw
Umber pastel (chalk) by Pan Pastels and applied this to the
base of all the horns. I took a liner brush and used the Citadel
Ogre wash and drew fine lines from the base of the horns
toward the tip stopping just shy of the tips. I also used this
wash to paint in some of the fine cracks that run throughout the
bust.
I sprayed one more final coat of Dullcote to further protect the
bust and securely placed this beauty on a nice wood oval base.

Photos 24-26

I had loads of fun painting this bust and it is truly a sculptural work of art. You can’t beat the high quality
casting either!! I highly recommend this bust to anyone who is looking for a piece that will allow them to paint
with total freedom and creativity. I’d like to thank Abner Marin his beautiful sculpture, and Black Heart for
making it available and for giving me the opportunity to paint such a wonderful piece of art!
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Illustration .

